Monday, 10th May 2021
Dear Parents and Carers,
I am very pleased to announce that from Tuesday 11th of May 2021, lessons will resume back to the
“pre Covid” arrangements. All students will be moving around the school to go to designated timetabled
classrooms as from Period 1. All risk assessment documents have been updated and the school has been
authorised for this to now happen.
Pupils’ form rooms will stay the same but from lesson 1 on Tuesday all students will be moving, so we
will be reminding them to follow the one way system and wear their masks both in corridors and in
classrooms. For now, all other restrictions remain in place including toilet access, break areas and
entrance points.
Students and parents have received letters in the previous two weeks regarding school and classroom
expectations. We appreciate that the return after lockdown has been unsettling but we intend to keep
reminding students of the standards we demand to ensure we all create the optimal learning
environment.
In this transition period, can parents please support our messages of mask use, and ask those in their
care to keep in mind the environmental damage of discarding masks carelessly or using them
incorrectly. In the last four weeks we have supplied each student with the disposable and multiple use
triple layered washable variety of masks supplied by the Welsh Government. However, the amount we
have used certainly seems to be excessive and we ask all to consider the environmental damage that
incorrect mask use contributes to.
Finally, can I once again thank all involved with the school for their support in these very challenging
times.
Yours faithfully

J. Connelly
Headteacher
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